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What Am I Doing Here?

• Give some historical perspective on our family 

journey

• Share a story of Triumph emerging from and 

shaped by the Tragedy of the Holocaust

• Examine a little bit the identity and culture of the 

Jewish diaspora in the United States, as it has 

evolved over time, through personal anecdotes

• Show how everything connects and comes full 

circle, in a good way, if you let it.



Family Tree



Before We Start

•I was not raised Jewish but 

am very proud of my 

Jewish ancestry

•I am here to learn about 

my ancestry as much as 

talk about it.



5th Generation Pilgrimage to Laupheim & Heilbronn
David and Kris Bronner, with Gero Leson, visit the Heilbronner family roots in Laupheim and Heilbronn in 

2007.  City of Laupheim welcomes David with open arms, and are excited to share all records they have on 

the family, including city records, gravesite, and ancestral home.



Heilbronner Family Moves from Heilbronn to Laupheim and Back Again
Since the early 1800s, economic and political equality for Jews makes Laupheim an ideal home for the 

Heilbronner family, which took the name of the city they came from.  In 1858, Emmanuel Bronner started a 

soap making business in Laupheim – the house still exists. However in 1903, due to the lack of economic 

opportunities in Laupheim, 3 of his sons, Karl, Sigmund and Berthold moved back to Heilbronn and started 

Heilbronner and Cie.



Emanuel Heilbronner, born 1908
Third generation of a successful German-Jewish  

soapmaking family from Heilbronn, Germany.



Radical thinker & soapmaker
Born with a strong and challenging mind, Emanuel 

apprentices at his  family’s soapmaking factory, 

receives a Master Soapmaking certificate  from guild 

trade school and a Chemistry degree from university.



Leaves home to start his adventure
Emanuel’s modern ideas and powerful personality 

clash with his parents.  He leaves for America at age 

21, arrives at Ellis Island, makes his way  west to 

Chicago and Milwaukee to work as a chemist at soap 

companies, developing several patents.



Tragedy strikes
With rise of Hitler and World War, Emanuel tries to get his

parents to emigrate from Germany, but is too late - they

are deported to Auschwitz and Theresienstadt and killed.



Birth of All-One vision
The murder of his parents and rise of global war leads to the formation 

of  Bronner’s global peace plan and All-One vision – we are all 

“Brothers and  Sisters on God’s Spaceship Earth! All-One! or None!” -

increasingly  becoming the focus of the soapmaker’s life.



Escape to America of Cousin Alfred
After Emanuel Heilbronner, the founder of the first soap business in Laupheim dies, his son in law Abraham

Erlebacher continues the business. His son Alfred, the cousin of Emanuel Bronner follows him as company

owner in 1928. He and his wife Rosa Wertheimer both escape Germany and move to the US. They are unable

to help Rosa’s parents leave Germany and both of them perished in the Theresienstadt concentration camp.



Exodus of Lotte and Louisa
Bertholdt’s daughters leave: Lotte to found a kibbutz in Israel

called Ein Gev, Louisa to pursue a career in chemical engineering

in Boston, where a different world of oppression awaits.



Arrest and escape West
Arrested and put into an asylum after a passionate speech

about his world peace plan at  the University of Chicago, 

Bronner escapes by climbing out  of a bathroom window, 

hitchhiking to Los Angeles in 1947.

Elgin State InsaneAsylum



Birth of Dr. Bronner’s Soap
Sleeping with pigeons on the roof of the YMCA, eventually mixing  

batches of soap in his hotel room, Bronner returns to his street-corner  

sermons, giving away soap to all who will listen, printing the sermons  on 

the labels. Dr. Bronner’s soap is born.



Marketing, the Dr. Bronner’s way
“Put it on the shelf, and it’ll sell!” Dr. Bronner’s soap grows by word of

mouth, not advertising. The rise of all things natural, Dr. Bronner’s resonant

message, his connection with young people and one-on-one connections

with sellers and customers – even printing his home phone number on the

label! –steadily grow the soap’s popularity through the ‘50s and ‘60s.
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Peace, Love & Soap
The hippie and peace movement of the late ‘60s and ‘70s, and rise of 

natural  food stores, co-ops and organic (Bio) culture, all propel Dr. 

Bronner’s “Magic”  soap, which spreads across the country in hundreds of 

VW buses.
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Sons and daughter: Ralph, Jim & Trudy
In the ‘90s, Dr. Bronner’s sons and daughter-in-law put the business on a firm  foundation. Jim, chemist and 

operations leader, Trudy, business and finance,  and Ralph, soap and All-One! evangelist. Together they 

cement the brand’s  commitment to values - through philanthropy: giving away a $1.4M parcel of  land to 

the Boys & Girls Club, treating employees fairly: establishing profit sharing and health insurance for all, and 

spreading love: Ralph traveling  around the country in his van giving away soap, hugs, songs and stories.
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Grandsons David & Mike
When Jim Bronner was diagnosed with cancer, his son David returns home to learn 

the family  business, later joined by brother Mike who was living overseas in Japan. 

Together they see the family business as an opportunity to live their gifts in service to 

the world: making socially and environmentally responsible products of  the highest 

quality and dedicating profits to help make a better world.
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Expanding the All-One! vision
With David and Mike’s leadership, Dr. Bronner’s increases and clarifies its commitment  to 

the stewardship of the earth and all its inhabitants through organic and fair trade standards, 

employee benefits, philanthropy and social activism. “For we are All-One or None!”
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"to unite humankind as one!! "
As Dr. Bronner’s All-One and global vision continues to grow and expand,  

the company remains focused on creating the highest quality soap in service  

to the earth and its people, humbly focused on playing our part to enrich,  

serve, heal, and unite Spaceship Earth!
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Meet The Bronners



And All Grown Up ☺



The original Dr. Bronner’s label  - 1948

It’s All In The Label



Dr. Bronner’s label - 1968



Dr Bronner’s label - 2015



What Does It All Mean?





Safeguarding the Family Heirlooms in Mulfingen
Understanding that their future was in peril, Berthold and Franziska entrust their furniture 

and valuables, including precious silver, to their housekeeper Agathe who had supported 

them even after Kristallnacht. She also secures the valuables safely in Mulfingen, and returns 

them to Berthold’s daughters Lotte and Louisa after the war.
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Reconnecting in Mulfingen with the Beck Family
In June 2016, the Bronner family and the Beck family meet in Mulfingen, and share stories and memoires 

around the same dinner table that belonged to Bertholdt and Franziska Heilbronner, which Agathe had brought 

back over 70 years prior.
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Heilbronn Factory Today





A Family Factory Once Again
In June 2010, after catching Mike Bronner sneaking around the old Heilbronner soap factory and hearing his 

story, Nicki Frank takes him into what is now a 3rd generation metal foundry,  and shows him the old soap 

mills still bolted to the floor.  Frank and Bronner family relationship continues to this day.
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Basic Tenets Of Fair Trade

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

http://www.serendipalm.de/






Trusted Fair Trade 
Supplier of Reputable 

German Brands
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Coming full circle
Our German team arranges with the Frank family to 

remove the bar soap plodder from their factory floor and 

ship it to our headquarters in America, where perhaps one 

day it will roar to life again….
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